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4 April 2008
Dear reader,
This report details, at hands-on level, a very practical example of applying vacuum resin
infusion, to form gel-coated multi-layer fiberglass, air core foam filled panels.
Specific detail is shown here so that the reader can share the experiences that I gained in
making these fiberglass panels with a small team of fellow boat making enthusiasts.
In five steps, this report, with a large number of included, high-resolution photographs that I
snapped throughout the process, shows the fullest details of the procedures used to make
these panels.
The final stage, shows in full detail, the process of shaping the panels to form a 6 meter
catamaran hull, having a high quality complete smooth 3D curvature shape for final setting
and finishing.
I traveled to Waihi New Zealand to see and experience this, in the fine detail that I report
here. Having been so impressed by the outcome, which to me appears to bring the capacity
to home-build a high quality ocean-going catamaran into my reach, I have written this
report as a means for others to have access to what I have experienced.
It is my hope that many others, with access to the steps shown in fine detail in this report,
and with affordable access to suitable boat plans and material, will be able to have, within
their reach too, the capacity to home-build their own high quality boats.
I wish you well. Perhaps in the near future I will have the opportunity to write a more
detailed report of the entire construction of a 40 foot catamaran for you to read and follow,
and we may come across each other on our travels one day.
Allen Brown

The Workshop, hosted by the Kelsall Company at their Waihi workshop base in New Zealand,
was designed to teach KSS boat construction techniques. This particular four-day Workshop
focused on the construction of a complete catamaran hull, designed to match the shape of its prebuilt twin.
During the Workshop a small core team of 6 people operated a practical demonstration of the
construction of a complete catamaran hull. The team used thick-skin longitudinal compression of
flex foam panel, to achieving a complex 3D hull curvature from shaping-foam panel material
bound in edge-locked 2D curved stiff air-core foam fiberglass panel.
Through the Workshop, three main hull panels were made, each demonstrating the flat table resin
infusion method. These were then combined and shaped to form the complete catamaran hull.
This report is written to detail and describe the demonstrated flat table resin infusion method for
the purposes of reporting a practical easy-to-follow step by step example process for the home
boat builder to follow.
The intention of this report, is to describe, what was seen through the eyes (and high definition
camera!) of the Workshop attendee. Particular focus is on not just the general concepts, but to
also include the very fine detail of the tricks of the art of boat building with the method applied.
In following the examples described in this report, the home builder, who may have never before
seen or used the flat table resin infusion method and hull panel shaping, will have direct access to
all significant steps, including the undocumented, practical hints and key concepts that every-one
assumes you should know.
First timers to the flat table resin infusion method, in the home boatshed, should find this report
to be an invaluable resource.

Step 1: Have a suitable shed and a large space work area available.
This does not need to be a fancy, high cost or ultra-clean facility. A basic large home or farm
shed will suffice.
Shown in the following picture, is the work area used at the Waihi workshop. The shed has rainproof roof and walls, with a simple carpet-over-gravel floor. The open area, outside of the shed
door, is a grass yard with a slight drainage slope. The shed has a large door at one end and a
removable rear vent panel at the other end, for assisting the occasional workshop dust and fumes
to dissipate out of the work area.

Inside the shed, as seen in the picture below, is a walk-around, flat working table, big enough to
lay out the full sized panels to be made, and with extra table length for the materials to be laid
out, measured and cut, before sliding them into place.

As seen in the picture above, the shed has good natural lighting with curtains for direct sunlight
control. One side bench is available for clean glass and resin materials to be prepared, and an
opposite side table is for working with cutting tools, sharp items, drills, the vacuum compressor
and its oil. Between the benches is a wide space for moving about, laying power cords and
vacuum lines, and with room for setting aside prepared materials, as well as leaning-areas for the
prepared panel components and finished sections.
As seen in the picture below, the outside work area is convenient for dusty jobs to be done, so as
to minimize the need for inside shed cleanup. A site away from any possible complaints by
neighbors is also of great benefit.

Step 2: Test the resin infusion process with a test panel.
With the shed ready, we get right into the process. First up we test the flat table resin infusion
method with samples of the actual materials that we are about to use on the boat panels.
So that we can get a good look at the process, as it happens, we make a test piece using these
materials on a sheet of glass.
This is done by cutting a piece of resin infusion foam sheet, a slightly smaller sized piece of
ordinary woven plastic garden shade cloth, two sheets of cross ply glass mat, and a larger sheet of
peel-ply.

Shown above, are the foam sheet, glass fiber sheets and shade cloth sheet, positioned on a waxed
glass window. (To wax the glass, resin release wax is simply spread and polished with dry rags
over the glass).
Shown below, the sandwich of material is laid out in the order of material layers required.
On the waxed glass, in order, are:
● the underside glass fiber mat,
● the foam panel,
● the topside glass fiber mat,
● the over-size peel ply, and
● a layer of woven shade cloth.
Not shown, is the pattern of 30 mm spaced grid of 1.5 mm drill holes over the whole surface of
the resin infusion foam panel.

It should be noticed that the peel ply layer is over large and folded back on itself with a large
overlap at one edge. We call this end of the panel the “vacuum edge”. This overlap at the vacuum
edge will become a resin trap, to slow the resin run into the vacuum line, to minimize resin waste
as the process runs. As shown in the picture below, the vacuum line is placed along the inside
length of this fold over of peel ply, deliberately spaced away from the panel being made. The
vacuum line is a length of 12mm garden irrigation black flexible poly pipe with 4mm diameter
holes drilled through both sides at 120mm spacing along its entire length, that is in laid along the
vacuum edge. The end of the vacuum line, inside the peel ply fold, is open, but well short of the
peel ply sheet edge. This is so that the peel ply fold closes down over it, slowing bulk resin from
sucking into the open end.
As shown also in the picture below, an oversized sheet of nylon vacuum bag is then laid out over
the entire material sandwich.

The two sides of the panel, adjacent to the vacuum edge, are then prepared with lumps of black
sealing putty placed at 20cm spacing along the edge, as shown in the picture below. The purpose
of these lumps of putty is to block, with an edge-dam, any run of resin that may find an easy path
down the edge of the raised foam panel under a raised gap in the vacuum bag cover, and straight
into the vacuum line.
With the easy run paths blocked, the resin can then only flow through the tortuous path, that we
want it to flow, through the weave of the overlaid shade cloth, and down into the fibers of the
glass mats and through the resin holes of the panel foam sheet.

Next we deal with the resin supply line. Identical to the vacuum line it is a length of 12mm
garden-irrigation black flexible poly pipe with 4mm diameter holes drilled through both side
walls at 120mm spacing along its entire length that is in laid along the supply edge of the panel
being made.
Seen in the picture below (not to be confused with the folded over edge of the shade cloth), is a
shade cloth wrapping of two layers of shade cloth strip, covering the resin supply line. When
positioned into place over the panel, this cloth wrap is stapled, with a staple gun, into position on
the foam panel. When stapling we use staples alternatively placed on either side of the supply
pipe shade cloth wrap, to lift the supply line, so it sits on at least three layers of shade cloth.

The next step is to vacuum seal the nylon cover sheet over the entire lay out of materials on the
glass sheet, with only the supply and vacuum lines protruding. As shown in the picture below,
this is done with sealing putty wrapped around the lines, where the lines exit from the cover
sheet, and by taping along the edges of the nylon cover to hold the nylon cover to the glass base.
All that is needed here is a straight section of packing box tape laid along the vacuum bag edge.
The vacuum bag must not have any creases in it at the edge where the tape is laid along it, as
these would let air into the vacuum under the bag.

At this point it should become obvious here, to the experienced boat builder, and to the wise
industrial process expert, that there is a clear difference between the layout and process that is
being described here, and that which is found in the instruction manuals of fiber glass suppliers
and the general boating industry. The method described here uses $4-a-roll garden irrigation pipe
and $3-a-roll packing tape, as opposed to specialized expensive $14+ per short roll high
technology tapes, vacuum-specific materials and plumbing. Boat building is an industry that
produces toys for the rich, in the form of luxury yachts and cruisers, where many a wealthy man
has happily paid a high price for a product, to the supplier’s joy, without an understanding of its
actual cost of production and supply.
Without wishing to be rude, there is a truism that such an industry simply passes the cost of
production on to the customer and returns the same favors, perhaps unknowingly, to the supplier
of its materials. There is an old saying that a fool and his money are easily parted. It is also true
that industry works well where its wheels are well-greased.
One the other hand, boat building is also a home hobby that produces great enjoyment to its
participants, but only where the participant can afford to indulge. The process described here is
deliberately detailed and filled with low cost innovations so as to bring it, wherever possible, into
the reach of the home hobby boat builder.
Simply put, if someone can get away with selling it, there will always be a high priced solution.
A boat building factory may be perpetually too busy to test and find a low cost solution,
particularly where it is easier to simply pass on the high cost to the customer who will pay
anyway.
However at the home builder site, there is not only a cost of finding and paying for the high cost
solution, there is also the cost and difficulties of obtaining it and getting it to your build site. The
salesmen do not come knocking on our doors to assist. It is ridiculous to be driving past a dozen
or more hardware and stationary stores, that can supply a low cost tape, so that you can obtain a
hard to get and expensive purposely designed vacuum bag filler tape, and particularly so when
you inadvertently run short in the middle of a job! Necessity is the mother of invention, and the
lowest cost, easy to get, solutions are described here for all to enjoy and benefit from using.
The vacuum bag (simple sheet of nylon plastic) is not stretched flat when it is laid in place. As
seen in the picture below, when the vacuum is applied, the bag will need to wrap around all raised
sections, and should not have stretched out areas of plastic. Stretched out sections will fill with
solid resin, wasting resin, adding unnecessary weight to the product, and hindering release of the
wanted section of the panel.

To achieve this, the bag is laid loose, with raised pleats, as seen in the picture below, to address
the needs for straight edges to be taped to the glass, whilst achieving a loose bag construction.

The detail of an individual pleat end is shown in the following picture, it is simply a raised crease
edge sealed with putty.

The view from under the glass clearly shows the positioning of the bag, sealing tape, seals around
the pipe outlets from the bag and the edge dams, as seen in the picture below.

With the bagged sandwich ready, the next step is to attach a vacuum pump to the vacuum line,
through a tank vacuum trap, which will capture any resin flowing into its line to stop it destroying
the pump.
As the vacuum is applied, an ultrasonic leak sensor is used to listen for air leaks, as shown below.
Any leaks found are sealed by pressing down on the tape or putty seals, adding a second band of
tape or putty seal where needed.

As the leaks are sealed, and the vacuum gauge shows a 75% or more vacuum, a supply of
catalyzed resin is let run into the supply line.
Resin supply is achieved by puttying a garden irrigation tap to a hole in the bottom edge of a
plastic bucket, as shown in the picture below. Catalyzed resin is hand stirred (so that it has no air
bubbles in it) and poured into the bucket. We then open the tap to let it run as the vacuum draws
it into the laid out panel. The tap in the bottom of the bucket, and with the bucket and line is
placed at table top level. This provides a resin supply means that is devoid of vacuum expanding
resin supply line bubbles and their associated problems. It is important to watch the resin bucket
level and shut off the resin supply tap before the resin level reaches the tap inlet, so as to avoid air
intrusion into the supply line and panel.

As the resin runs, we can easily see, as in the picture below, the resin coming through the 30 mm
spaced holes in the foam sheet and soaking into the underside fiber sheet.

On the top side, the resin will exit the 4 mm holes in the supply tube to saturate the supply tube
shade cloth wrapping, as it is drawn over the sandwich of materials, traveling through the gaps of
the overlaid shade cloth layer. The picture below is at 30 seconds after the resin supply tap is
opened. As the resin runs through the shade cloth layer, a second darker line of resin action can
be seen 30 mm behind the shade cloth soak front, where the glass mat under the shade cloth
becomes saturated.

While this is happening, below the glass, as in the picture below, the resin coming through the
foam panel holes is seen spreading throughout the underside glass fiber mat.

Within minutes the resin travels across the panel, as seen below.

As the resin front reaches the vacuum line end, it soaks into the layers of the peel ply folded over
the vacuum line, as beginning in the picture below. The peel ply soaking draws the two layers of
the peel ply together over the viscous resin, reducing the draw of the vacuum into the vacuum
line at this point. This slows the resin front, where it has reached its end goal, and continues the
vacuum drawing of the resin where the front has not yet reached the vacuum line, minimizing the
resin waste.

When the panel is saturated with resin, the resin supply is turned off and the vacuum is continued.
Any unused resin in the supply bucket is taken outside and set in an isolated place, in case it
flames with its setting thermo-cline as it gets very hot and sets into a bulk block.
The raised creases in the vacuum bag, as seen running over the panel surface in the picture above,
provide a convenient means for the builder to pinch and gently lift so as to test the feel of the
vacuum and the setting of the resin.
It is noted in doing so, that as the resin reaches 24 inches across the panel, the viscosity of the
resin through 24 inches of shade cloth considerably reduces the vacuum draw of resin from the
supply line. For this reason, if this was a large panel with a longer draw of resin, then further
supply lines, with taps at their ends, would have been laid, at less than 24 inch spacing across the
panel. This would enable the process to continue further, as each supply line’s section of resin is
infused on the panel, the next supply line can be used to supply further resin. This step process
would allow us to keep vacuum pressure on the whole panel and keep the resin flowing at a good
rate, without it slowing as its sets over the larger panel. The process will also allow us to
progressively work with fresh mixed resin, extending our infusion time beyond the resin gel time.
When the panel is fully infused, the vacuum can be reduced to around 20% vacuum, by adjusting
the vacuum line draw tap. With the resin soft, and this reduced vacuum applied, the raised creases
can be pulled upwards by 3 mm or so to feel the viscosity of the setting resin. With this, the
builder will know when the resin has set, as at this point, the raised creases can no longer be
lifted. Once the resin is set to this degree, the vacuum pump is turned off and the panel is left
overnight to cure.
Next morning the vacuum bag is pulled off at the taped edges, and gently folded and set aside for
future re-use. The peel ply, with its attached upper layer of resin soaked shade cloth, is then rolled
up from one edge and peeled off the panel, it has no re-use value, and it can need some force to
peel it off, so it may be ripped up in sections, as needed to remove it. The vacuum line is removed
and can be re-used. The sealing putty is collected for re-use. The supply line, set with resin, is
discarded. Hard resin can be gently drilled from the plastic garden irrigation line supply tap, to
which it will not stick. Finally the completed panel is lifted off the glass, starting from one
corner, using no more than the gentle lifting power of a bending hand held paint scraper.
For cleanup of the glass surface, paint scrapers are used to gently bump spread resin from the
glass surface and the glass is re-waxed and polished, to remove any final residue.
The test panel is then examined for full resin infusion, looking for any areas of dry glass mat, if
any, that would show a failure of process.
Having satisfied ourselves that the test panel is of the characteristics of the desired result, we are
now ready to expend more resources and materials on a full sized boat panel.

Step 3: Make the hull side panels on the resin infusion table.
Before we make a hull panel, we need to construct a deck edge mould to shape the deck edge.
The deck edge mold will be a 6 meter plus long 90 degree section of a circular curved edge. We
make it by using a length of angle iron, to set a straight edge for it to sit on the table with, and a
length of plastic drain pipe, to shape the curved inner surface.
Set together, with the pipe laid in the angle iron groove a suitable fill space is made. The picture
below shows the angle iron length and the pipe length being prepared to make the mould. Both
the angle iron and the pipe are covered with packing tape, so that the fiberglass resin will not
stick to them.

The next picture, at the top, shows the pipe sitting in the angle iron length.
Note that two parts of the project are underway concurrently in these pictures, as our workshop
team is undertaking several tasks at the same time. We will revisit the other operation seen in the
pictures later.

The angle iron is set to sit upwards on the table with a series of constructed wood blocks and
wedges as seen below.

Ready for glassing, the tape covered angle iron and pipe are shown in the next picture.

The next steps are the standard process of cutting long strips of fiberglass mat, laying one layer
into the angle iron groove and another over the top half of the pipe. These are then brushed with
catalyzed resin, and allowed to set. After hardening, any raised mat spikes are removed. The
glassed groove, seen in the picture below, in the angle-iron is then part filled with catalyzed resin
mixed 50-50 with micro spheres, as seen in the picture after, smoothed down to a curve by
wiping along the length of the groove with the round core of an empty packing tape roll.

The glass fiber mat hardened over the pipe, seen in the picture below, is then inverted glass mat
down, whilst still on the pipe, and pressed into the hardening micro-sphere and resin mix in the
angle iron groove.

When it is set, the next morning, the pipe mould is removed, cleaned of tape and the now made
deck edge mould is taken outside on its angle iron mould and trimmed down to the angle iron
edge with a cutting disk, as in the picture below (Andy should be wearing safety glasses for this

task!).

When the trimmed piece is removed from its angle iron seat, the result is a hull length of deck
edge mould as seen below.

Next we prepare to make a hull side, by waxing the table. Then using standard masking tape, we
mask out the boundaries of the required gel coat layer, and using packing tape we mask out the
boundaries of the resin run surface (the outer fiberglass mat shape), as in the picture below.

As soon as these tape boundaries are in place, we make a mix of catalyzed gel coat (mixed with a
stick to keep the bubbles low) and thickly lay it, with paint brushes, between the masking tape
lines that define its edges. This is done by pouring in the liquid gel coat and spreading it thickly
with the brushes. A painter’s speed brush can be used to spread the thick layer of gel coat flatter
before it starts to set. As soon as its spread, the masking tape is taken up wet. Next we wait for
the gel coat to harden enough to work on without damaging it.
Then, having first covered the recently made deck edge mould with packing tape, as a release
layer, we place it on its location to mould the deck edge, as in the next picture.
This picture shows we are also now preparing to make a second deck edge radius, as two will be
needed to make the deck panel.

Having placed the deck edge mould in place and held it there with putty tape, cut sheets of glass
mat are laid over the gel coat and up the curve of the deck edge radius mould, as seen below.

As seen above, the pre-cut, 30 mm matrix of spaced 2 mm drill holed foam panels are next laid
over the dry glass mat.
For joining, a hot melt glue gun is used to glue the foam panel edges together, and also to fill the
panel joins with hot melt glue so that they do not become free resin runs during the resin infusion.
When gluing over the dry glass mat we slip overhead transparency sheets under the glue join to
catch the hot glue from soaking into the glass mat. As the glue cools, as seen in the picture below,
we remove and re-use the overhead transparency sheets for subsequent joins.

Next, as shown in the picture below, we cut a layer of garden shade cloth to match the shape of
the glass mat that is to be resin infused.

Next we inset the peel ply layer under the shade cloth and place the 120mm spaced 4mm holed
vacuum line in the vacuum edge peel ply fold, as seen in the picture below. Masking tape can be
used to hold things in place. Seen in the picture below is a gap in the peel ply made so that the
vacuum line can be taped in place, several of these cut away sections of peel ply are used along
the vacuum line length. These gaps will self seal with the vacuum bag when the vacuum is
applied.

As before, and seen below, the open ended vacuum line ends inside of the peel ply fold.

At the deck edge radius mould, the dry fiberglass cloth is set up to the top of the deck edge ridge,
which is covered with peel ply, and the shade cloth also comes up this ridge, to spread the resin
over the entire glass mat. Clothes pegs are used a temporary holders while the material is laid out.

The shade cloth mat is our resin run spreader, so care is taken that it does not roll at its join edges
to create a high speed multiple layer shade cloth resin channel, see below where the join is taped
down.

Next the resin supply line is wrapped with several layers of shade cloth and stapled into place
with staples on alternate sides of the supply line, along the foam panel just inside of the deck
edge curve.

The pipe ends, where they will exit the vacuum bag are wrapped with putty, as seen below, and
edge dams of putty are put into place at 200mm spacing.

The vacuum bag is then lifted over the set materials, the holding pegs are removed, and the bag,
as before, is straight edge (with pleats for looseness) taped at the edges with packing tape to seal
the system as seen below. In this setup, to try a new idea, we are making the pleats with tape on
tape sides and no internal putty (it worked just fine).

As below, large pleats are used, because we want the bag to be loose and not stretch over the high
edges of the deck edge radius mould.

With the whole panel covered, as below, video camera at the ready, its action time, and we are set
to apply the vacuum and resin supply.

The vacuum is applied, the bag leak tested and catalyzed resin is introduced to the supply bucket.
Taps open for the resin to run, it immediately spreads from the supply line, through the shade
cloth gaps to soak into the glass mat, as seen below.

As below, the shade cloth wrapped edge radius is infused with resin, as is the flat panel laid out
on the table.

As before, seen below, when the resin reaches the peel ply resin trap over the vacuum line, and
this has occurred along the full length of the resin line and panel being made, the resin supply can
be shut off. The vacuum is lowered to 20% and we wait an hour or so for the resin to gel. Then
the vacuum pump can be shut off and the panel left overnight to cure.

The next morning we remove the vacuum bag for later re-use, and peel off the peel ply, shade
cloth and lines.
As seen in the picture below, the part constructed panel is left in place on the table, for now, as
we ready the shape foam sections (which we do not want infused with resin because we want
them to stretch and compress with the shaping process) to be added to the constructed part-panel,
now that the resin infusion stages are complete.

First we run a strip of packing tape on the underside of the shape foam panel just outside of the
edge of the section that will be resin joined to the section on the table, then we put this foam in
place, having painted it on one side with catalyzed resin, where we want it attached to the set
resin mat. The section of pre-made panel on the table is painted with resin as well was well.
In this process both surfaces are saturated with catalyzed resin until they shine with wet resin and
the surface soak up has ended. Next we position the shape foam in place, while the catalyzed
resin is wet on the panel. Then the foam is covered, where we want it pressed down, with plastic
fencing mesh, add on top a 120mm spaced 4mm holed 12 mm diameter irrigation hose and lay
over the lot with a vacuum bag, tape it down at the edges and bring it to low pressure suction with
a standard vacuum cleaner suction, as seen below.

The bag, as it sucks down, will apply an even pressure to hold the shape foam in place while the
resin sets to adhere it, as in the picture below.

When the above resin is set, as can be tested by pressing a finger against the resin edges under the
bag within suitable squares of the plastic fencing, until we feel a hard edge, the bag and covers
are removed.
Then to seal the top side of the shape foam join against the panel foam, a 120mm wide strip of
glass mat is laid over the panel joins, as seen below.

Then this is hand infused with catalyzed resin, to produce the result seen below.

With the above complete and set, the deck edge curve mould can be praised away, and stored for
later re-use, and the panel can be lifted off the table and turned over for inspection as seen below.

Two mirror opposite panels are made by this method, one for each side of the hull.
The hull sides are then set aside in the workshop, so that they stay relatively flat as the resin cured
further. As seen in the picture below.

The next stage is to build the hull deck.

Step 4: Make the hull deck on the resin infusion table.
The deck shape is measured, and marked out on the table with packing tape, as in the picture
below.

The table is waxed well with lots of wax and polished to a shine to stop the resin sticking, as in
the picture below.

The gel coat edges and the outer deck edge radius boundary are taped out on the table, as seen
below.

Then, as seen above, an ice-cream bucket is readied for the hand stirred catalyzed gel coat and
our painter’s speed brush is set on the table to spread it.
Next we cut our deck foam sheets to match our pattern on the table, as seen below. These will be
hot glue gunned together, to fill the join gaps. They will also have faired outer edges and be
drilled with a full grid of 2mm 30mm spaced resin infusion holes. (While this is done, a
production line of three of the team are scraping, trimming and sanding smooth the deck edge
radius join on the hull side panels.)

As soon as the gel coat is spread, its edge tape is taken up wet and discarded. Then as soon as the
gel coat is tough enough to be worked on, we get on with the job with assembling the pre-cut
foam sheets, as seen below.

With the sheets prepared, the deck edge moulds are put in place on their taped lines, and held
there with putty tape on their outer edges, as seen below. Where they meet at the bow, one is
shortened, so that one carries the shape, as a shaping reference while the other is cut short so both
lay in their correct position.

Next a layer of glass mat is placed on top of the gel coat, under the joined foam sheets, with the
glass mat smoothed flat and curving up the full radius of the two side deck edge moulds.
Following this, another layer of glass mat is smoothed out on top of the foam panel layer, again
with the glass mat curving up the full radius of the two side deck edge moulds, as seen in the
picture below.

The picture below shows the use of the putty tape to hold the deck edge radius sections in place,
and the use of an extra piece of deck edge radius at the aft end of the deck panel.

Next, the peel ply is laid to overlap over the whole glass mat surface and out beyond the deck
edge radius moulds, as seen below.

Shade cloth is then placed over the glass mat, as seen below, to spread the resin.

For resin supply, a shade cloth wrapped 120mm spacing 4mm holed 12mm garden irrigation pipe
is placed along the centre of the laid up hull materials, as seen below.

The supply line is positioned to exit out of the vacuum bag covered layout, at an aft corner of one
deck radius, as shown below.

While we are working on it, the lay-up is pegged into position with clothes pegs along the deck
edge radius mould edges, as below.

Next a 120mm spacing 4mm holed 12mm garden irrigation vacuum line is placed along each
side, outside of the deck edge radius moulds, and enclosed in a resin trap of the folded over peel
ply, as seen below.

A close-up, as below, shows the line being placed in the peel ply fold.

As the layout is put in place, as below, we make certain that the vacuum lines stay in their peel
ply folds, spaced at least 15mm away from the outer edge of the deck edge radius moulds, so that
the double layer of peel ply can be pressed by the vacuum bag down onto the waxed table to
pinch off any large runs of resin flow from escaping into the vacuum lines.

Next the vacuum bag is laid out over the lay-up, as below.

The holding pegs are repositioned above the bag, as below.

Then the bag is tape sealed onto the table (don’t forget the pleats), as below.

Then the vacuum is turned on and the tape sealed joins are leak tested with the ultrasonic listener,
as below.

We can then connect the catalyzed resin bucket to the resin supply line, and let it run. See below
as the darkened areas show the resin saturation quickly spreading throughout the whole layout.

After a short wait of around 10 minutes, as batches of catalyzed resin are made up and allowed to
run through the resin supply tap (shutting off the tap to stop air intrusion as each batch runs out),
we have an infused panel. Seen below we are just waiting for the resin to run into the final
sections of the deck edge radius.

A zoom in on this picture, as below, shows a lighter-shade dry section that we are waiting to be
infused.

We keep adding small batches of resin, through the supply line bucket until the panel is fully
infused, as seen below.

When that is done, and the panel fully infused with no dry areas seen, we seal off the supply line
tap, lower the vacuum to 20% and wait for the resin to cure. A simple hand test allows everyone
to feel the thermo-cline warmth of the setting resin, as seen below.

As the clock ticks to one hour from start, the panel sets on the table, still under vacuum holding
all parts tightly pressed, as seen below.

The next morning it is peel-up time. As seen below, the bag comes off first, for re-use on the next
job, and we take up the holding tapes.

Then, with some heaving, up comes the peel ply and shade cloth, leaving our finished panel clean
on the table, as seen below.

The deck edge radius moulds can then be gently removed and stored, for re-use on another hull
one day, as below.

Finally, the panel is lifted from the table, as below.

We now have the three hull panels ready to go together for shaping, as below.

Next we trim up the edges of the curved deck edge radius sections, as below.

At the bow end of the deck we cut off the protruding deck edge radius glass to a shape that will
guide hand finishing, as below.

The two opposing hull sides are temporarily laid together, gel coat sides together, to check that
their curved edges match. These are then screwed together, temporarily with square-drive
plasterboard screws, as seen below.

Where any trimming is needed they are sanded to common shape with a long-board, as seen
below.

The long-board is made from a strip of 80 grit sanding paper wrapped length-wise around the
ends of a piece of 5 ply with handles on the back and padded with a piece of foam panel between
the wood and the sanding sheet, as seen below.

The sanding paper is standard off the shelf hardware supply, as seen below.

The deck edge radius curved sections of the deck edges and the hull sides are sanded to have
smooth edges and no glass spikes, as we will want them to fit closely together, as in the picture
below. Also shown, is an optional way of making one deck edge radius with the moulding-tube
left in it, as could be used on a large catamaran to control condensation forming on the otherwise
un-insulated glass-only join of a live-in boat hull.

We are now ready to prepare the hull sides for shaping into a complex 3D curve.
Step 5: Join and shape the 2D hull sides into a complex 3D shape.
The two hull sides held together, gel-coat sides outwards this time, and aligned. A piece of tubing
is used to align the deck edge radius curves at the bow, as seen below.

Spring clamps are used to hold the two panel edges of the shape foam together. Keeping with our
low cost theme, we are using electrical clamps here, removed from old jumper leads, as seen
below. We could, of course, visit the hardware store and pay up for a set of the commercial
version of spring hand clamp tools, but there is no need if the electrical clamps are already on
hand.
With the sides clamped together we mark spacing lines at 40mm spacing along the shape foam
edge, as seen below.

A zoom-in, as below, shows the measure and marking process, using a block of wood as a spacer.
We do not need to be too precise here.

Next we cut 45 degree angle notches in the outer corners of each side hull edge, at these mark
lines, as seen below.

A zoom-in, as below, shows this done with a hack-saw with a fine tooth metal cutting blade.
Each cut is at 45 degrees to the panel surface and only goes as deep as reaching the inside edge
corner of the hull side being cut. The saw blade, in the following zoom-in picture, is at the full
depth of the cut.

As seen below, matching 45 degree cuts are made in the other hull side panel, cutting up on one
side panel at 45 degrees to the panel, and down on the other side panel at 45 degrees to the panel,
to generate an inverted V cut, with a 90 degree angle between the two sides of the cut depth base.

Each cut line, viewed from above the vertically standing clamped two panel edge, is then covered
with a bead of hot glue, as seen below.

Then, while the glue bead over the cut lines is still hot, we take a ball of furry plastic string, as
seen below.

We unwind one end, and pull down, from two sides, a section of the string so that it slides into
the hot glue, and down to the bottom of the inverted V of cut. As seen below.

This process is continued along the whole keel edge of the two clamped hull sides, looping the
string back and forth, just to keep it tidy, as seen below.

The result is a neat zig-zag of string in the cut Vs, as seen below.

Soon the whole keel length is joined like this, as seen below, and it is ready for shaping.

The hull sides will be shaped by standing them on their deck edge radius curves, with these
curves positioned into the deck edge radius curves of the deck panel.
To do this, a setup of wood frames is made from rough cut wood beams, held together with
plasterboard screws, as seen below.

A zoom-in, as below, shows the use of two power drill inserted plasterboard screws at the frame
joins.

Six right angle frames are set in place along the length of the 6 meter hull deck, as below.

As below, timber slats connect the top edges of the frames, so that the frames remain standing.

The team then lifts the string and glue joined pair of hull side panels into place onto the underside
of the deck panel in the frames, as below.

At the transom end we separate the hull side panel base and stand the deck edge radius curves
into the deck’s deck edge radius curves, removing and forgotten joining plasterboard screws in
the process, as below.

To enable the shape foam sections of the panels to compress at the keel line, whilst stretching at
their centre regions, to form the complex 3D shape required, a series of cut notch slots are made
along the keel line. This is done with a hand hacksaw fitted with two side by side matching finetoothed metal cutting blades. The trick to getting an even cut width, and not two cuts with a notch
piece that falls away, is to press the blades together with slight thumb pressure on the blunt back
and side of the center of the blade pair as the cut is commenced. This process is used to cut a
series of slots into the shape foam panels, these are made deeper in towards the center of the hull
and progressively shallower towards the ends. These cuts are made into the shape foam, between
each of the string pivots, and only in the centre two thirds of the keel line length, as seen in the
picture below (there is no problem cutting the string loops with the hack-saw while doing this).

To separate the panels evenly, we then prepare a long bag of plastic vacuum bag sheeting, with a
wide vacuum cleaner nozzle diameter air inlet tube set in one corner. The two panels are then
lifted out, inverted keel-down and separated enough for the bag to be laid along the inside keel
line. The hulls sides are then hinged, on their joining line of pivoting strings, to a closed flat pack,
gently holding the deflated bag along the keel line, as seen below.

The enclosed set of hull sides are then inverted, whilst being held together to keep the deflated
bag held in the now upper edge of the inverted keel, as seen below, and lifted back into position
into the frames on the inverted deck panel.

Then, with a few people holding the hull sides down, a vacuum cleaner is used to inflate the air
bag, that is trapped in the two hull panels, as seen below.

As this happens, the shape foam panels stretch out to a complex even 3D curve, as seen below.

We check that the expanding hull sides are aligning into the inverted deck edge curves (making
sure that the forces on it do not pinch our fingers in the join of the curves), as seen below.

We are happy with the basic air bag stretch procedure, so we now add cross-beams to the upper
ends of the frames, as seen below. Again this is done with square drive plasterboard screws, for
easy removal and adjustment of their position with a reversible drill.

Next we put a length of 2 inch angle-iron over the string held join, as seen below (and using the
timer on my camera, I get into the scene, on the right, too).

Some tie-down straps are then wrapped under the inverted deck, and across wood beam spreaders
laid over the angle iron length, so that they can be used to pull down on the angle iron. The angle
iron is used as a force spreader, to pull down on the keel line, as seen below.

At the transom end, a 7-ply sheet of wood is cut with the desired shape, and inserted into the
double sided frame at the transom end, that is seen on the left of the picture above.
The shaped 7-ply sheet is then pressed down, using a convenient car jack, onto the transom-end
of the hull sides, as in the picture below.
Not seen, is a wood block secured to the other side of the pressed 7-ply sheet that forms a flat
base for the car jack to securely sit on, and to capture the end of the angle iron resting on the keel
edge, to press it into place as well.

Sighting along them, we check that the wood frames are all aligned, as seen below.

At the bow, some clamps are used to stop the hull sides inappropriately spreading, as seen more
closely below.

The tie down straps over the wood spreaders, as seen below, are then progressively tightened.

A tie-down strap is added at the bow, and we proceed to evenly pull down the keel line with all
tie straps into the desired keel curve, as seen below.

As this drawing down of the keel line occurs, we are vertically compressing the edge of the shapefoam sections of the panels. The vertical compression results in the thick stiff shape-foam bulging
outwards in proportion to the vertical compression. The vertical compression is evenly controlled
by the bending stiffness of the angle iron at the keel edge. The thick, stiff-foam bulges out in
proportion to the vertical compression between its keel line down-thrust movement and the
holding up-thrust of the 2D bend of the stiff flat-panel gel-coated section of the hull sides.
The thickness and stiffness, of the shape-foam sections, permit only one curve of radius in each
vertical section of shape-foam. The gradual change of curved vertical section length along the
hull, between the 2D curved gel-coat edge of the stiff panel and the compression-curved angleiron keel line stiffener, results in a 3D complex curve being generated. This 3d shape is generated
by the bulging out of the edge contained shape-foam area, allowing a smooth 3D bulge to be
generated in concert with a smooth 3D compression of the shape-foam at the cut notch slots along
the keel line.
Pulling down too far, on the straps, causes the shape foam to bulge excessively and beyond the
gel-coat line. Pulling too little, the keel line shows too much of a raised V profile, and a sharper
fold like edge is seen at the gel-coat line. When the compression matches the design of the curved
edges of the gel-coat 2D curved sections, the desired 3D complex curve shape is achieved.
As the keel ridge compression is applied, a photograph, as below, into the transom end of the
now shaping hull, shows that we are getting a nice even complex 3D curve shape into the hull.

To control an even curvature of hull shape, we bring together, just slightly, the parallel wood
frame sides by an even amount on both sides of all frames, so that they press flat on the 2D
curved gel-coat section of the hull sides. This is done by repositioning the frame screws with a
reversible power drill. Then we pull the keel line down to match the side expansions into the
frames, and we have a completed 3D curved hull.
We roll it over, as seen in the two pictures below to check that we are happy with the shape of the
result.

Happy with the shaped result, its time for a team photo shot, as below. In four days our small
team has built, shaped and assembled a complete 6 meter long hull.

To finish it off, it’s a standard process of hand laying glass mat and resin over the complex curve
shape of the shape-foam that we have clamped to shape in the frames.
With the outer layers of hand-laid resin mat set and holding the shape, the frames can be released,
deck panel removed, and the insides of the curved shape-foam glassed in the same manner.
With a bit of easy work, as the shape is then fully set in the result, smoothing and coating of the
finished product is going to be easy.
Happy boat-building to all!
Allen Brown

